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Abstract. Service-Oriented Architecture enables the composition of
loosely coupled services provided with varying Quality of Service (QoS)
levels. Given a composition, finding the set of services that optimizes
some QoS attributes under given QoS constraints has been shown to
be NP-hard. Until now the problem has been considered only for a sin-
gle execution, choosing a single service for each workflow element. This
contrasts with reality where services often are executed hundreds and
thousands of times. Therefore, we modify the problem to consider re-
peated executions of services in the long-term. We also allow to choose
multiple services for the same workflow element according to a prob-
abilistic selection policy. We model this modified problem with Linear
Programming, allowing us to solve it optimally in polynomial time. We
discuss and evaluate the different applications of our approach, show in
which cases it yields the biggest utility gains, and compare it to the
original problem.

1 Introduction

1.1 SOA

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) consists of a set of design principles which
enable defining and composing interoperable services in a loosely coupled way.
The value of SOA lies in assuring such compositions are easily and rapidly pos-
sible with low costs. Thus, service composition is a key to SOA. Especially,
achieving an automatic service composition remains a major challenge [1].

When selecting a service not only functional requirements, but also the non-
functional requirements [2], expressed by Quality of Service (QoS) attributes,
are very important. Especially, when there are many functionally equivalent
services, the QoS becomes the deciding factor. Thus, QoS-awareness is of crucial
importance in service composition.

QoS-aware automatic service composition is employed in two different prob-
lem settings: In the planning problem the composition itself is computed by
taking into consideration available input data and desired output data. While
the heuristics used for the planning can be geared towards optimizing QoS [3],
finding a functionally sufficient composition is the main focus.
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Fig. 1. Sample Composition

This contrasts the traditional composition problem1 where the functional part,
the composition itself, is already given, e.g. as a business process specified with
BPEL [4], requiring some inputs, invoking some tasks, and producing some de-
sired outputs (Fig. 1).

The main focus lies in selecting the set of services, with one service per task, to
execute the composition optimally with regards to QoS. This means to maximize
the overall QoS of the composition according to given preferences while adhering
to given QoS constraints [5]. Of course, the output of the planning problem could
be used as an input for the composition problem.

1.2 Composition Problem

In this paper we will focus on the latter, the composition problem. For example,
if we take a simple workflow consisting of a sequence of two tasks X and Y ,
and corresponding services S1, S2 and S3, S4 that can fulfill X and Y , respec-
tively, there are four possibilities to execute this workflow (Fig. 2). Out of those
possibilities, the most common approach is to select the optimal set of services
regarding QoS preferences and constraints given [5,6].

Fig. 2. Sample Composition Problem

Trying all combinations obviously takes exponential time. Modeling it as a
Multi-Choice Multidimensional Knapsack problem (MMKP) gives the same re-
sult, as MMKP is known to be NP-hard [7]. In order to make use of existing
solvers, the problem is usually modeled by Integer (Linear) Programming (IP),
which is also NP-hard to solve in the general case. Thus, as of today, the problem
cannot be solved efficiently in polynomial time. This is an obstacle to the vision
of SOA encompassing a future “Enabling a Web of billions of services”2 where
1 We will refer to this problem as the composition problem from now on.
2 Credo & goal of the SOA4ALL project (part of the European FP7): www.soa4all.eu
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efficient algorithms are crucial in order to enable fast composition queries and
adaptation at runtime.

1.3 Contribution

In the present state of the art, approaches for the composition problem implicitly
assume that a service is executed only a single time. As a result, one service is
statically assigned to each task. We believe that in many situations a service
composition will be executed repeatedly. Thus, we propose to optimize the QoS
for the long-term, which implies the following:

1. There is no need to choose always the same set of services for each execution.
2. QoS constraints should also be applied for the long-term, e.g. keeping to a

monthly budget or assuring a hourly throughput.

Fig. 3. Sample Probabilistic Composition

For instance, the combinations {S1, S3} and {S2, S4} could represent different
trade-offs to execute the given workflow: One being fast/expensive and the other
cheap/slow. In such a case, for the long-term an optimal solution will most likely
contain a probabilistic mix of those two combinations in a certain ratio (Fig. 3)
in order to satisfy constraints on budget and throughput while adhering to the
QoS preferences given. We propose that such a solution is represented by a
set of probabilistic service selection policies. For each task a policy defines the
probability that a service is chosen for it at runtime.

As for the computational approach, we propose to use linear programming
(LP). We do not restrict our problem to integer solutions, as we represent the
decision to choose a certain service with a continuous probability value, not a
(binary) integer value. Thus, besides this difference, we can use identical model-
ing as in IP, and, at the same time, profit from efficient polynomial algorithms
to solve the problem. The only caveat is that such probabilistic modeling also
changes the nature of the specified QoS constraints, forcing them to apply to the
long-term. Later we will discuss the detailed implications of this fact, and show
some alternative ways to still guarantee QoS constraints for each execution, if
needed.

To summarize, we propose an approach for the service composition problem
that is both efficient and QoS-aware, maximizes QoS over the long-term, and
results in a set of probabilistic service selection policies. According to this policies
the services will be chosen probabilistically at runtime.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 surveys related work.
Section 3 defines our approach. Section 4 explains the possible applications of our
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approach. Section 5 evaluates the performance and effectiveness of our approach.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In this section we survey related work which can be roughly classified into four
different categories: work laying the foundation for our approach, work presenting
an alternative to our approach, complementary work, and work sharing similar
ideas.

The foundation for the QoS-aware composition problem is given in [5]. Many
common notions we use are introduced there, and the problem is formalized and
solved using IP.

As performance is such an important issue there are many alternative ap-
proaches tackling it. One popular theme is to to reduce the search space with
heuristics [6,8,9]. Another alternative is to use a genetic algorithm to solve the
problem [10]. Only optimizing locally is also an option [11], though its concep-
tion is slightly opposite to our idea that multiple services can be mixed and
(globally) compensate each others QoS. In comparison to our approach, all this
approaches are also efficient, but find only approximate solutions to the given
optimization problem.

A complementary approach is to compute the skyline of the services involved
in the composition beforehand in order to prune services that can never be part
of an optimal solution [12]. Obviously, this can be easily integrated with our
approach.

There is also work that shares ideas on a conceptual level. In [13] multiple
services for the same task are provisioned for adaptation at runtime in the case
that one of them fails. For instance, if the first service for a task fails, the second
one will be called, and so on. The goal is to improve the failure resilience of a
service execution, but not to combine those multiple services by calling them
probabilistically at runtime. Regarding considering several executions over the
long-term, there is not much related work, but in [14] we already showed an
approach that optimizes the service selection for a specific user given his expected
usage over the long-term. To the best of our knowledge no related work exists
that considers repeated executions of services in the long-term for QoS-aware
optimization though.

In conclusion our contribution lies in optimizing the QoS in the long-term
efficiently in polynomial time and in selecting between multiple services proba-
bilistically at runtime.

3 Approach

In this section we define our approach formally. The notions, which we will
briefly introduce in this section, follow the IP versions of the problem given in
[5,6]. Afterwards, we explain what the consequences of modeling the problem as
LP are with regards to the properties that hold for the solutions found.
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3.1 Formal Definition

As in [6], the following composition patterns are supported: Seq (sequential ex-
ecution), AND (parallel execution), XOR (alternative execution with certain
probabilities pi) and Loop (with maximum loop count x).

Fig. 4. Composition patterns: Seq, AND, XOR, Loop

For any given workflow, we have to aggregate the QoS according to the compo-
sition patterns. As usual, we unroll any loop to a sequence according to the max-
imum loop count. Then, the QoS gets aggregated according to the aggregation
functions presented in [15]. (Also attributes and their corresponding constraints
aggregated by non-linear functions are linearized for the LP formalization, e.g.
by taking their logarithm.) Given n aggregated QoS attributes q1, . . . , qn, we
normalize them like in [5] in order to limit their values to [0, 1] and to be able
to simply maximize the weighted sum of their normalized values q̃1, . . . , q̃n:

n∑

i=1

wiq̃i (1)

Regarding the constraints, we first consider a sample workflow that consists of
the four tasks {X, Y, A, B} (Fig. 5). A and B are executed in parallel, while the
rest is executed sequentially. Thus, each execution of this workflow will execute
all four tasks. In addition, there are two paths through the workflow, namely
{X, A, Y } and {X, B, Y }. Therefore, we maximize the sum of (1) over all paths,
as this has been proven to produce the best results in [6].

Fig. 5. Sample Workflow

The constraints Qmin
i /Qmax

i are applied on the aggregated non-normalized
QoS of the workflow:

qi ≥ Qmin
i ∧ qi ≤ Qmax

i (2)

We follow [6] in that a constraint needs to be applied to the whole workflow,
and/or to each path, depending on the particular kind of QoS and the workflow.
For example, for response time in conjunction with parallel executions paths,
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we have to apply the constraint for each path (e.g. {X, A, Y } and {X, B, Y }),
while for price we have to apply its constraint to the whole execution (e.g.
{X, Y, A, B}).

Regarding the selection variables, for each task ti, we introduce as many
variables sij as there are services capable of performing that task. This variables
represent the possible choices in our LP problem. In our approach, they represent
probabilities and, thus, are not constrained to be integers which is a difference
to the notions in [5,6]. Only their sum must be equal to one for each task, as
usual.

3.2 Relaxation

In general, removing the integer restriction on the variables of an IP problem is
called relaxing the IP problem. Thus, from now on, we will refer to the former IP
problem as the original problem and to our LP problem as the relaxed problem.

One important consequence is that we can solve our relaxed problem with
regular linear programming for which efficient algorithms like Simplex or Interior
Point exist that solve the problem in polynomial time. This is opposed to the
algorithms needed for IP that are exponential in the worst-case as IP is NP-hard.
The corresponding caveat is that this changes the nature of our constraints. For
instance a solution to the relaxed problem does not necessarily solve the original
problem, as seen from a small example workflow consisting of a single task with
two services A and B chosen for it according to Table 1. Such a probabilistic
combination of A and B will perfectly satisfy a constraint of 100ms on the
response time, as the QoS of A and B are multiplied by their probabilities before
being compared to the constraint. Thus, individual executions will violate the
constraint, even if in the long-term the expected value of the response time fulfills
the constraint. We will show some approaches that deal with this issue in the
next section where we describe how our approach can be applied. Those enable
us to get closer to guaranteeing QoS constraints for each execution, if needed.

Regarding the utility obtained, the solution to our relaxed problem is guaran-
teed to be at least as good, or better than the solution to the original problem.
That is because the feasible solutions of the original problem are only a sub-
set of the feasible solutions of the relaxed problem. The absolute difference in
utility depends on the formalization of the problem (e.g. scaling of QoS), but
the relative difference can become arbitrary large. Intuitively, a constraint could
forbid to choose a good solution in the original problem, even if the constraint
is only violated slightly. On the contrary, in the relaxed problem we can choose
this solution, if we can compensate this small violation in the long-term.

Table 1. Example Service Combination

Service Probability Response time

A 50% 150ms

B 50% 50ms
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3.3 Result

As for the result of our approach, we get a set of probabilistic service selection
policies, as illustrated in Fig. 6. At runtime the services are chosen according
to those policies. An approach that also tries to limit the deviation from the
policies at any given time should be preferred to a purely random strategy.

Fig. 6. Probabilistic Service Selection Policy

4 Application

In this section we show four different ways of applying our approach in practice:
We apply it to solve the original and the relaxed problem. Also it can be applied
to solve a refinement of our relaxed problem, and, as part of a computer-aided
decision process, it can be applied, too.

4.1 Original Problem

One interesting application is to use the solution of the relaxed problem to find a
solution for the original problem. The advantage of doing this is the performance
gain compared to using IP. This raises the questions, if this is possible, and, if
such solutions are optimal. To answer these questions, it is important to examine
how the solution to the relaxed problem differs from the one for the original
problem. As we get a set of probabilistic service selection policies instead of a
set of concrete services, a single solution to the relaxed problem contains many
potential solutions to the original problem. But, as we know, those solutions only
satisfy the QoS constraints in the long-term.

For example, the probabilistic composition in Fig. 7 satisfies a constraint of 3.2
seconds on its response time3, and to assure this constraint for each execution,
we can choose the subset of possible executions colored in grey. Apparently, if
we have just a single constraint, a solution that satisfies the QoS constraint for
each execution must exist. Given multiple QoS constraints this is no longer true,
as no single solution might satisfy all constraints. For example with constraints
Q and R, we might have two solutions, one over-satisfying Q, but not satisfying
R, and the other one vice versa. Thus, in the long-term their combination may
satisfy Q and R, but none of them satisfies both. This means that we may not
find such a solution in all cases, especially, if there are many constraints. In
3 The services are annotated with their response times in s(econds) in the figure.
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Fig. 7. Choosing a Subset of a Probabilistic Composition

general, it is quite difficult to answer how good the quality of such a solution
will be compared to the optimal solution. Therefore, we will rely on giving some
empirical results later in the evaluation part. One note regarding the scalability:
In order to find such a solution, we have to look at all possible solutions induced
by the probabilistic policies. If the number of possible solutions becomes too
large, it might be necessary to use a Monte-Carlo approach, just probabilistically
checking some solutions instead of an exhaustive search in order not to loose the
original performance benefit.

4.2 Relaxed Problem

The most obvious application is, of course, to apply the obtained solution to the
relaxed problem. We already discussed that this gives us a better utility than
solving the original problem. Also the constraints on the QoS are only guaranteed
for the long-term. We already mentioned some cases for which this works really
well, e.g. for a budget or throughput applied monthly, daily, et cetera. The
question is in which cases this is not acceptable. The most general answer is:
when a QoS constraint is important for each and every single execution. While
it is difficult to imagine a budget, throughput, or availability to be required for
every execution, QoS that directly correspond to the experience of the service
user might be a concern. One prime example is response time: a user might only
tolerate a certain maximum response time when he calls a service. Also, even
if a certain deviation is still acceptable, it might affect the impression of how
good a service is. In such cases, not only guaranteeing the QoS constraint in
the long-term, but additionally assuring only a limited deviation from it seems
better than directly taking the solution to the relaxed problem. This takes us to
next application of our approach.

4.3 Refined Relaxed Problem

Applying our approach to solve a refinement of the relaxed problem is the next
logical step. The idea is to solve the problem iteratively over and over again,
refining it slightly in each iteration to get closer to the desired result, e.g. guar-
anteeing some QoS constraints for every execution, or at least for a sufficient
percentage (e.g. 99.9%) of the executions. If a refinement with a sufficiently
good solution can be obtained in a limited (e.g. constant) number of iterations,
then we do not even lose the performance benefit either. In general, there are
two basic refinements: changing an existing constraint, and adding an additional
constraint. Both share the common refinement process shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Refinement Process

For example, to guarantee a better response time for each execution we can
make the constraint on response time tighter. This will improve QoS in the long-
term and also for each execution on average. Doing this many times might finally
produce a solution that satisfies our original constraint for every execution. As
we are constraining an average value to guarantee a certain maximum value,
this might not always succeed though. Depending on the problem, no matter
how good the average is, some outliers might still get included; till the point
where a even better average is not possible anymore. Therefore, this kind of re-
finement might fail and also produce suboptimal solutions, because constraining
the average is not our real goal.

An alternative is to add additional constraints with each iteration. The idea is
that the found solution contains many combinations of which some over-satisfy
our QoS constraints and some under-satisfy them. If we can limit the amount
of those under-satisfying them, we can increase the probability that the QoS
constraints hold for every execution. In order to do so, we can analyze all found
combinations, and restrict a weighted sum of the probabilities of services con-
tributing to under-satisfying such a constraint. Lowering the upper bound on this
sum and heuristically determining those weights by how often and how much a
service contributes to the under-satisfaction should restrict the maximum value
of the QoS in question, and give a good utility. Apparently, this assumes two
things:

1. Services not selected in prior iterations cannot be selected in later iterations.
2. At least some of the solution’s combinations satisfy the QoS constraints.

Regarding the first point, we only want to analyze a hopefully small number of
combinations found in the LP problem instead of an exponential number of all
combinations possible. As we saw, the latter is not guaranteed, but guaranteeing
only a small number of QoS for each execution might still work out quite often
and provide better results than the first refinement given a good heuristic for
the weights mentioned. Also combining both types of refinements is possible:
tighten the corresponding QoS constraint till a satisfying combination is found,
and then constrain all under-satisfying combinations as far as needed.

4.4 Computer-Aided Decision Process

The previous applications all had in common that the problem is solved in an
automated way. Of course, this is useful in many cases, but it may not be possible
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Fig. 9. Decision Process

or desirable in all cases. For such cases we suggest applying our approach as part
of a computer-aided decision process. It has some similarities with the previous
application in that the problem gets refined in the process. Only the decision of
refining itself and of the kind of refinement is left up to a human. The motivation
behind that is the difficulty of defining the optimization problem in terms of the
objective function and the constraints. Thus, the idea is to let a human actively
control and evaluate the refinement of an initial solution till it fits his needs,
instead of forcing him to perfectly specify the objective and constraints in the
beginning that would automatically lead to a solution. The decision process
could then look similar to Fig. 9 which shows the human activities in grey. In
the analysis part e.g. each QoS constraint could be analyzed in depth:

– How often is the constraint kept for each execution?
– How big is the possible deviation from the target value?
– How does the probability distribution of the possible values look like?

A small deviation might for example be acceptable. Interpreting the problem as a
multi-objective optimization would also be possible, so instead of computing just
one optimal solution, several Pareto-optimal solutions could be computed, each
representing different trade-offs. Our approach is particularly suited for such kind
of applications, because of its performance: being able to run our computations
with different problem settings over and over again in a reasonable time, and,
thus, being able to explore different scenarios makes it possible to realize such a
computer-aided design process.

5 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our approach taking into account the applications
mentioned in the previous section. We evaluate its performance and scalability.
Also we analyze the obtained utility gains, and show the results of applying our
approach to the original problem.
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5.1 Settings

The evaluation was run on a machine with an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU with 3
GHz. As a solver we used CPLEX, a state of the art IP solver from IBM, called
from within our Java program which was given 1.5 GB of memory. We gener-
ated our workflows as follows: given the workflow size we randomly inserted some
control structures, like AND, XOR, et cetera. Unless stated otherwise, the QoS
attributes were independently generated with random uniform distributions and
typical aggregation patterns. We varied the weights and constraints systemati-
cally. The execution time for the optimization was limited to 40 seconds for each
individual problem.

5.2 Performance and Scalability

For comparing the performance of LP and IP, we chose 4 attributes with 4 cor-
responding constraints. For each possible workflow size, 4 different workflows
were generated and solved with different weights and constraints for the QoS,
resulting in about 250 solved problems per datapoint for both Fig. 10(a) and
10(b). First we compare the performance our LP approach with IP: as shown
in Fig. 10(a), the performance is much better for our approach, compared using
workflow size 5. We increased the number of services that are available for each
task in the workflow from 10 to 40. We can see that already at this small scale
using IP at runtime for adaptation or queries is not possible anymore. This is
not surprising, because efficient polynomial algorithms are only available for LP.
Secondly, we look at the scalability of our LP approach. In Fig. 10(b) we can
see the performance of the approach for different workflow sizes (#10–40) and
different number of services per task again. The times are below 100ms even
for workflows with 40 tasks and 80 services available for each of the tasks. Such
performance allows the use even at runtime or under strict performance require-
ments, e.g. if we want to apply our approach as discussed in the previous section,
solving the problem not only once, but several times with different settings.

(a) LP vs. IP (b) LP

Fig. 10. Solution Time
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(a) 4 Attributes (b) 8 Attributes

Fig. 11. Chosen Services per Task

In addition to this, we also analyze how the number of combinations contained
by the solutions found scales with the size of the problem. By comparing Fig. 11(a)
and Fig. 11(b) we can observe that the maximum number of chosen services per
task for each solution seems to be limited only by the number of attributes. Addi-
tionally, there is no significant increase in the the averagenumber of services chosen
per task. The observed limit is plausible, because each combination represents a
specific trade-off that contributes to an optimal solution, and the number of trade-
offs is obviously limited by the number of attributes. Still, the number of combina-
tions per workflow increases exponentially in the worst-case. Hence Monte-Carlo
methods will indeed be required to explore the combinations efficiently.

5.3 Utility

For evaluating the utility obtained by our approach, we chose 6 attributes of
which 3 were bounded with constraints. We generated 4 different workflows of
size 5 with 5 services available for each task. Then, we solved the problem with
some different weights and many different constraints for the QoS, resulting in

(a) Independent QoS (b) Correlated QoS

Fig. 12. Utility vs. Constraint Satisfaction
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(a) Independent QoS (b) Correlated QoS

Fig. 13. Utility vs. Tightness of Constraints

over 1200 solved problems for each of the following figures. The most important
factor that we varied was how to generate the QoS attributes. First, we generated
them independently, and, secondly, we generated them assuming a correlation:
all QoS attributes xi were generated independently, except for one attribute xp

which we calculated from the formula4 e
∑

i�=p xi . Thus, xp represents a common
price attribute, reflecting that services with better QoS are more expensive. As
we can see in Fig. 12(a), the utility obtained does not exceed the utility of the
IP approach (which corresponds to 100%) by much in most cases given indepen-
dent QoS, but at the same time the constraint satisfaction is still quite high on
average: each constraint is satisfied in at least over 60% of all executions induced
by the probabilistic policies. Still there are some cases, where the utility of the
composition is improved to 150% of the IP solution. In the second setting with
correlated QoS, we see much higher utility gains shown in Fig. 12(b). One reason
is obvious: if we want to achieve good QoS, because of the high cost of selecting
a single service that is exceptionally good for all QoS attributes, it is cheaper to
achieve the same QoS by combining several services that may only be average
on most QoS and good for some QoS. Another observation that we can make
from Fig. 13(a) and 13(b) is that the tightness of the constraints chosen influ-
ences the (potential) utility gains. We define the tightness as a percentage value
regarding the location of the constraint between the minimum and maximum
QoS possible for a workflow. For loose constraints the solutions of the IP and
LP problem converge, and for tighter constraints they diverge greatly.

5.4 Original Problem

We again chose 6 attributes of which 3 were bounded by constraints, and gen-
erated 4 different workflows for each size (#5 and #10) with 5 or 10 services
available for each task. Then, we solved the problem with different weights and
constraints for the QoS which were either independent (ind) or correlated (corr),

4 Other linear formulas also produced the same tendencies.
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(a) Solvability (b) Solution Quality

Fig. 14. Solving the Original Problem

resulting in over 600 solved problems for each data point in the following figures.
From Fig. 14(a) we can see that for each data point a solution of the original
problem can be derived in over 80% of the problems. The solution quality in
terms of utility achieved is not as good as when solving the IP directly, but,
with less than 3% deviation from the optimal IP solution, the approximation
quality is very high, as we can see in Fig. 14(b).

6 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced an efficient approach for the composition problem
that optimizes QoS for repeated executions of services in the long-term. Our
approach produces a set of probabilistic service selection policies that must be
evaluated at runtime to choose a particular service accordingly. We demonstrated
several potential applications of our approach beyond the mentioned scenario,
including a computer-aided decision process. We evaluated our approach and
showed that it is indeed efficient and scalable for the needs envisioned in SOA.
We also showed in which cases our approach yields the most utility gains over
common approaches. Additionally, we showed that our approach can be used
to solve the traditional composition problem in many cases and produces near-
optimal solutions.

Exploring the various applications of our approach in depth, and develop-
ing corresponding methodologies and tools are possible extensions of our work.
Using our approach in conjunction with a genetic algorithm to compute a multi-
objective optimization yielding multiple Pareto-optimal solutions for different
trade-offs would also be a possible extension of our work.
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